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1. Introduction {#jame20759-sec-0001}
===============

1.1. Motivation {#jame20759-sec-0002}
---------------

How ice clouds precipitate is a challenging topic in meteorology (see Gultepe et al., [2017](#jame20759-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, for review). Ice clouds are not represented well in the current climate models and vary greatly from one model to another (e.g., Girard & Blanchet, [2001a](#jame20759-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}; Jiang et al., [2012](#jame20759-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}; Klein et al., [2009](#jame20759-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}; Ricaud et al., [2017](#jame20759-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}; Zhang et al., [2001](#jame20759-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}). Their modeling problem exists in high‐resolution models, too. Cloud‐resolving models, for example, usually generate excessively thick (or insufficiently thin) cloud anvils (e.g., Powell et al., [2012](#jame20759-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}; Zeng et al., [2013](#jame20759-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}). Furthermore, operational models can capture thicker cloud layers over Antarctica but have substantial difficulty reproducing very thin diamond dust layers (Ricaud et al., [2017](#jame20759-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}). This modeling problem could be due to a lack of accurate microphysics.

If there is a precipitation process that converts thick clouds to thin ones, the problem may be solved or alleviated. Diamond dust (or clear‐sky ice crystal precipitation) provides one example of a precipitation process that can address this problem, which motivates this study.

Diamond dust is common in the arctic regions. Its characteristics are described in the World Meteorological Organization (<https://cloudatlas.wmo.int/diamond-dust.html>) terminology as the following: ""Diamond dust can be observed in polar and alpine regions and continental interiors, especially in clear, calm and cold weather. It forms at temperatures typically less than --10 °C in a rapidly cooling airmass. Diamond dust is usually composed of well‐developed crystals (often plates).""

In addition, "visibility in diamond dust varies considerably, and its lower limit is greater than 1 km."

Since visibility depends on both ice crystal concentration (ICC) and ice crystal size, it is ambiguous to classify diamond dust from ice fog via visibility. Even so, the frequency of diamond dust is estimated to be about 20--50% in the arctic regions during wintertime (e.g., Curry et al., [1996](#jame20759-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}; Gultepe, [2015](#jame20759-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}; Gultepe et al., [2018](#jame20759-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}; Walden et al., [2003](#jame20759-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}). In addition, the frequency of diamond dust varies considerably from region to region and season to season. Observations of ground‐based and space‐borne lidars and cloud radars revealed diamond dust is frequent in late winter and early spring in the high latitudes (e.g., Intrieri & Shupe, [2004](#jame20759-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}; Liu et al., [2012](#jame20759-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}).

Vertical mixing within the planetary boundary layer as well as the radiative cooling snow surface was used to explain the formation of diamond dust, which can bring about the boundary layer air supersaturated with respect to ice (Curry et al., [1996](#jame20759-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}; van As & van den Broeke, [2006](#jame20759-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}). Once the air becomes supersaturated with respect to ice, the ice nucleation theory (e.g., Pruppacher & Klett, [1997](#jame20759-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}) predicts that active ice nuclei and subsequently formed ice crystals therein would possess high number concentrations. However, the ICC of diamond dust is quite low (e.g., \~20 L^−1^; Kikuchi & Hogan, [1979](#jame20759-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}). Hence, a further question is how to understand the low ICC and other ice crystal characteristics in diamond dust (e.g., Goerke et al., [2017](#jame20759-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}; Kikuchi & Hogan, [1979](#jame20759-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}; Santachiara et al., [2017](#jame20759-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}; Walden et al., [2003](#jame20759-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}).

1.2. Radiative Effect on Microphysics {#jame20759-sec-0003}
-------------------------------------

As another thread, radiation impacts liquid drop (or ice crystal) growth via changing drop (or ice crystal) temperature. Its effect on microphysics, referred to here as radiative effect on microphysics (REM), is well known because it brings about dew/frost via the radiative cooling of dewdrops/frost (and their supporters, e.g., grass leaves; e.g., Koeppe & De Long, [1958](#jame20759-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}).

However, the studies of REM progressed slowly due to the complication of cloud microphysics and radiation. Fuchs ([1959](#jame20759-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}) considered droplets embedded inside an optically thick cloud layer by treating liquid drops and the atmosphere as blackbodies and then concluded REM is negligible there, overlooking cloud boundaries and optically thin clouds. After taking account of the quasi‐transparent regions within the atmospheric radiative spectrum (also known as atmospheric windows), the pioneering studies of REM revealed the importance of REM near cloud boundaries and in optically thin clouds (e.g., Barkstrom, [1978](#jame20759-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}; Heymsfield, [1973](#jame20759-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}; Roach, [1976](#jame20759-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}; Stephens, [1983](#jame20759-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}). Stephens ([1983](#jame20759-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}) further put forward a good treatment of radiation on ice crystals, especially on the dependence of crystal emissivity (or absorptivity) on crystal size. Since then, REM was implemented into numerical models to assess its contribution to drop (or ice crystal) growth (e.g., Ackerman et al., [1995](#jame20759-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}; Austin et al., [1995](#jame20759-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}; Bott et al., [1990](#jame20759-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}; Guzzi & Rizzi, [1980](#jame20759-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}; Hall & Pruppacher, [1976](#jame20759-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}; Harrington et al., [2000](#jame20759-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}; Lebo et al., [2008](#jame20759-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}; Roach, [1976](#jame20759-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}; Wu et al., [2000](#jame20759-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}; Zeng, [2008](#jame20759-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}, [2018a](#jame20759-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}).

REM performs differently when ice crystals undergo different radiative cooling/warming. As a result, its performance varies with clouds and even cloud regions (e.g., Stephens, [1983](#jame20759-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}; Wu et al., [2000](#jame20759-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}; Zeng, [2008](#jame20759-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}). The performance is classified with the aid of an analytical expression of REM that uses a radiative ratio *η* ~*z*~ to describe the radiative environment of REM (Zeng, [2008](#jame20759-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}; also see equation [(12)](#jame20759-disp-0012){ref-type="disp-formula"} for further discussions). When *η* ~*z*~ \<(or \>) 1, ice crystals undergo radiative cooling (or warming), and consequently REM broadens (or narrows) ice crystal spectrum. Hence, *η* ~*z*~ − 1 or its distribution can be used to predict the geographical and seasonal distributions of REM (e.g., Zeng, [2008](#jame20759-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}, [2018a](#jame20759-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}b; also see section [4.1](#jame20759-sec-0016){ref-type="sec"}).

1.3. REM Observations and Diamond Dust {#jame20759-sec-0004}
--------------------------------------

REM originates in daily observations of dew and frost. Its spectrum broadening effect was duplicated in a laboratory experiment of Brewster and McNichols ([2018](#jame20759-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}) in a radiative cooling environment. A further question is whether observational data support the existence of REM in clouds aloft.

Since REM\'s performance varies greatly with clouds and/or cloud regions, REM\'s performance needs a classification first and then observational data are used to assess REM. Zeng ([2008](#jame20759-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}) showed that REM has the same performance for a given radiative environment (i.e., a given *η* ~*z*~). Hence, an assessment of REM consists of two steps: sorting observational data based on the magnitude of *η* ~*z*~ − 1 (or other similar variables) first and then comparing the observational data with REM\'s prediction (or modeling).

Four assessments of REM have been carried out against observations. The first assessment was applied to warm clouds (Zeng, [2018a](#jame20759-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}), showing that the REM modeling is consistent with the Rain In shallow Cumulus over the Ocean observations of drop spectrum (Small & Chuang, [2008](#jame20759-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}) and the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission satellite observations of warm rain (Liu & Zipser, [2009](#jame20759-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}). The second assessment was applied to the arctic regions where *η* ~*z*~ is usually less than one (see section [4.1](#jame20759-sec-0016){ref-type="sec"}), addressing the formation of diamond dust. The third assessment was applied to thick‐cloud top from the low to high latitudes (Gong et al., [2018](#jame20759-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}; Zeng et al., [2016](#jame20759-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}), using the polarization difference data of Global Precipitation Measurement Microwave Imager (Skofronick‐Jackson et al., [2008](#jame20759-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}, [2015](#jame20759-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}). The fourth assessment was applied to the tropical upper troposphere (Zeng, [2018b](#jame20759-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}), showing the consistency between the CloudSat observations of thin clouds and the prediction of REM‐induced precipitation (Zeng, [2008](#jame20759-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}).

This paper presents the second assessment, addressing a connection between REM and diamond dust. The paper consists of five sections. Section [2](#jame20759-sec-0005){ref-type="sec"} introduces REM in a numerical model. Section [3](#jame20759-sec-0009){ref-type="sec"} carries out numerical simulations to show how radiative cooling brings about precipitation. Section [4](#jame20759-sec-0015){ref-type="sec"} compares model results with diamond dust observations. Section [5](#jame20759-sec-0019){ref-type="sec"} gives a summary. Except for special illustrations, all symbols are defined in Appendix [B](#jame20759-app-0002){ref-type="app"}.

2. Representing the REM {#jame20759-sec-0005}
=======================

2.1. Processes on Radiation and Cloud Microphysics {#jame20759-sec-0006}
--------------------------------------------------

Radiation impacts the ice crystal temperature that, in turn, affects the saturation water vapor pressure around ice crystals and eventually alters the diffusional growth rate of crystals (e.g., Hall & Pruppacher, [1976](#jame20759-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}; Heymsfield, [1973](#jame20759-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}; Roach, [1976](#jame20759-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}; Stephens, [1983](#jame20759-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}; Wu et al., [2000](#jame20759-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}; Zeng, [2008](#jame20759-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}). When radiation cools ice crystals, it brings about precipitating ice crystals in ice clouds just as frost forms (Zeng, [2008](#jame20759-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}). When radiation warms ice crystals, large ice crystals shrink via sublimation (Wu et al., [2000](#jame20759-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}; Zeng, [2008](#jame20759-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}). Such different effects of radiation on microphysics (or REM) are discussed mathematically below for three cases, beginning with REM for a single ice crystal. For a single ice crystal of mass *m*, a radiative ratio *η* for the ice crystal is defined as (Zeng, [2008](#jame20759-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}) $$\eta = \frac{\text{infrared\ flux\ incident}\ {on}\ {ice}\ \text{crystal\ surface}}{\sigma T^{4}S},$$where *σ* is the Stefan‐Boltzmann constant; *T*, the environmental air temperature; and *S*, the surface area of ice crystal. Since the surface temperature of ice crystal *T* ~*s*~ = *T* + Δ*T* (where Δ*T* is the difference in temperature between ice crystal and its environmental air) and Δ*T*/*T* ≪ 1, the ice crystal emits infrared radiation outward with an energy flux of $\varepsilon_{0}\sigma T_{s}^{4}$, which is expanded in Taylor\'s series of Δ*T*/*T*, becoming $$\varepsilon_{0}\sigma T_{s}^{4} \approx \varepsilon_{0}\sigma T^{4} + 4\varepsilon_{0}\sigma T^{3}\Delta T,$$where *ε* ~0~ denotes the emissivity (or bulk absorption efficiency) of ice crystal for blackbody radiation. Since *ε* ~0~ is close to 1 for large ice crystals (see section [2.3](#jame20759-sec-0008){ref-type="sec"} for the expression of *ε* ~0~) and Δ*T*/*T* ≪ 1, thus, is very close to $\varepsilon_{0}\sigma T_{s}^{4}$. Hence, *η* approximately represents the ratio of the inward radiative flux to the outward one at the crystal surface, and therefore, *η* − 1 can be used to measure the infrared radiation cooling (or warming) of an ice crystal approximately. When *η* = 1 (neither radiative cooling nor warming), the ice crystal grows just as predicted by the classic theory of cloud physics without REM (Fuchs, [1959](#jame20759-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}; Mason, [1957](#jame20759-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}; Rogers & Yau, [1989](#jame20759-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}).

If the atmosphere were a blackbody, *η* ≈ 1. In fact, the atmosphere has quasi‐transparent regions within the radiative spectrum (or atmospheric windows) and thus is not a blackbody (e.g., Stephens, [1983](#jame20759-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}). Hence, *η* usually deviates from 1. As a result, radiation alters the ice crystal temperature and subsequently the saturation water vapor pressure around crystals. An analytical expression of ice crystal growth rate as well as Δ*T* is derived as a function of *η* ~*z*~ (Zeng, [2008](#jame20759-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}).

Figure [1](#jame20759-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the saturation water vapor pressure *E* ~*i*~ against ice crystal size for *η* \> 1 (radiative warming) and *η* \< 1 (radiative cooling), respectively. The dependence of *E* ~*i*~ (or Δ*T*) on crystal size originates in the different sensitivities of the radiative and conductive energy fluxes at crystal surface to crystal size (e.g., Lebo et al., [2008](#jame20759-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}; Zeng, [2008](#jame20759-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}). For a spherical ice crystal of radius *r*, for example, the radiative emission rate at crystal surface is directly proportional to *r* ^2^ (or crystal surface area), whereas the conductive energy transfer rate is proportional to *r* (or crystal size) only. Specifically, the dependence of ice crystal temperature on size is illustrated with a spherical ice crystal of radius *r* that involves only radiative and conductive heat transfers. The radiative energy transfer from the crystal to its environment *Q* ~*r*~ ∝ *r* ^2^(1 − *η*) and the heat conduction from the environment to the crystal *Q* ~*c*~ ∝ *r*(*T* − *T* ~*s*~), where *T* ~*s*~ is ice crystal temperature. When the crystal stays at its steady state, *Q* ~*r*~ = *Q* ~*c*~. As a result, *T* − *T* ~*s*~ ∝ *r*(1 − *η*), which shows that ice crystal temperature decreases (or increases) with increasing *r* when *η* \< 1 (or \> 1).

![Schematic diagram of radiative effect on microphysics for two adjacent ice crystals. Saturation water vapor pressure around an ice crystal *E* ~*i*~ varies with half crystal size *a*; red and green lines denote *E* ~*i*~ with *η* \> 1 (radiative warming) and *η* \< 1 (radiative cooling), respectively. Arrow indicates the direction of water vapor diffusion between two ice crystals. When *η* \< 1, the water vapor pressure *e* is lower (or higher) than *E* ~*i*~ of the smaller (or larger) crystal. As a result, the smaller crystal sublimates with the resulting water vapor depositing on and therefore increasing the size of the larger crystal. Quantitatively, the vertical axis represents *E* ~*i*~ with radiative cooling/warming normalized by that without radiation (or the critical relative humidity in equation [(10)](#jame20759-disp-0010){ref-type="disp-formula"}). Red and green lines are obtained for plate‐like ice crystals at *T* = −30 °C and *p* = 680 hPa using *η* ~*z*~ = 1.5 and 0.5, respectively.](JAME-10-2300-g001){#jame20759-fig-0001}

When *η* \< 1 (radiative cooling), *E* ~*i*~ decreases with increasing crystal size. Hence, an ice crystal can grow in a subsaturated environment, reaching hundreds of micrometers (see section [3.1](#jame20759-sec-0010){ref-type="sec"} for modeling). This growth mechanism resembles the formation of frost in a subsaturated environment, if frost and its supporter (e.g., grass leaf) are treated together as one body for heat balance. Consider REM for two adjacent ice crystals (shown in Figure [1](#jame20759-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). When *η* \> 1 (red lines), the larger crystal has a higher temperature and subsequently larger saturation water vapor pressure around it. As a result, the larger crystal sublimates with the resulting water vapor being deposited onto the smaller one (Wu et al., [2000](#jame20759-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}; Zeng, [2008](#jame20759-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}). In contrast, when *η* \< 1 (green lines), the smaller crystal has a higher temperature and subsequently larger saturation water vapor pressure around it. As a result, the smaller crystal sublimates with the resulting water vapor being deposited onto the larger one, which serves as a potential precipitation generation mechanism (Zeng, [2008](#jame20759-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}).Consider multiple ice crystals that coexist in an air parcel. They compete for available water vapor and REM alters their competition for water vapor. As a result, REM brings about a nonlinear evolution of ice crystal spectrum. Zeng ([2008](#jame20759-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}) developed a bin (or particle size‐resolving) model to simulate how REM modulates ice crystal size for a given ice crystal shape. In this paper, the model is extended to include both ice crystal shape and orientation.

2.2. Representing Ice Crystal Shapes {#jame20759-sec-0007}
------------------------------------

Consider an air parcel that contains multiple ice crystals and moves with a vertical velocity of *w* (by assuming the air is horizontally uniform). Its tendency of relative humidity with respect to ice *H* ~*i*~, based on the conservation of energy and water, is derived as (see Appendix [A](#jame20759-app-0001){ref-type="app"}) $$\frac{dH_{i}}{dt} = Q_{1}\left( T \right)w_{eff} - Q_{2}\left( T \right)\sum\limits_{j,k}\frac{dm_{\mathit{jk}}}{dt},$$where *m* ~*jk*~ (*j* = 1, 2, ...) denotes the mass of differently sized ice crystals for a given crystal shape *k*, and the effective vertical velocity is defined as $$w_{eff} = w + \frac{Q_{3}\left( T \right)}{Q_{1}\left( T \right)}.$$

The expressions of *Q* ~1~, *Q* ~2~, and *Q* ~3~ in [(3)](#jame20759-disp-0003){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(4)](#jame20759-disp-0004){ref-type="disp-formula"} are given in Appendix [A](#jame20759-app-0001){ref-type="app"}. In short, the terms of d*H* ~*i*~/d*t* and *Q* ~2~ in [(3)](#jame20759-disp-0003){ref-type="disp-formula"} represent the competition of ice crystals for available water vapor, and the term of *Q* ~1~ represents the effect of air temperature on *H* ~*i*~ via vertical velocity *w* and the radiative cooling/warming term of air *Q* ~3~.

All ice crystals are classified into five shapes (or *k* = 1 to *k* = 5; see Table [1](#jame20759-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"} for their properties): Shape 1, a sphere of radius *r* and surface area *S* = 4π*r* ^2^ for equidimensional and rosette crystals; Shape 2, a prolate spheroid of semimajor and minor axis lengths *a* and *b* for column‐like crystals whose surface area is $$S = 2\pi b\left( {b + \frac{a^{2}}{\sqrt{a^{2} - b^{2}}}\arcsin\frac{\sqrt{a^{2} - b^{2}}}{a}} \right);$$

###### 

Properties of Individual Ice Crystals

  Crystal shape                                                                                                      Sphere                                                                                  Prolate spheroid                                                                                          Oblate spheroid
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Parameters                                                                                                       Radius: *r*                                                                            Semimajor length: *a*                                                                                     Semimajor length: *a*
  Semiminor length: *b*                                                                                       Semiminor length: *b*                                                                                                                                         
  Surface area *S*                                                                                                  4π*r* ^2^                                      $2\pi b\left( {b + \frac{a^{2}}{\sqrt{a^{2} - b^{2}}}\arcsin\frac{\sqrt{a^{2} - b^{2}}}{a}} \right)$      $2\pi a\left( {a + \frac{b^{2}}{\sqrt{a^{2} - b^{2}}}\ln\frac{\sqrt{a^{2} - b^{2}} + a}{b}} \right)$
  Shape factor *C*                                                                                                     *r*                                      $\frac{\sqrt{a^{2} - b^{2}}}{\ln\left\lbrack {\left( {a + \sqrt{a^{2} - b^{2}}} \right)/b} \right\rbrack}$                       $\frac{\sqrt{a^{2} - b^{2}}}{\arcsin\sqrt{1 - b^{2}/a^{2}}}$
  Relation of *η* to *η* ~*z*~                                                                $\eta - 1 = \frac{1}{2}\left( {\eta_{z} - 1} \right)$                            $\eta - 1 = \frac{2\pi a^{2}}{S}\left( {\eta_{z} - 1} \right)$ (horizontal)                             $\eta - 1 = \frac{2\pi\mathit{ab}}{S}\left( {\eta_{z} - 1} \right)$ (horizontal)
  $\eta - 1 = \frac{2\pi\mathit{ab}}{S}\left( {\eta_{z} - 1} \right)$ (vertical)    $\eta - 1 = \frac{2\pi b^{2}}{S}\left( {\eta_{z} - 1} \right)$ (vertical)                                                                                                               
  Real ice crystals                                                                                     Rosette crystals, Equidimensional                                                      Column‐like crystals, Bullet‐shaped crystals                                                                          Plate‐like crystals

Shape 3, an oblate spheroid of semimajor and minor axis lengths *a* and *b* for plate‐like crystals, for which $$S = 2\pi a\left( {a + \frac{b^{2}}{\sqrt{a^{2} - b^{2}}}1n\frac{\sqrt{a^{2} - b^{2}} + a}{b}} \right);$$Shape 4, a prolate spheroid for bullet‐shaped crystals; and Shape 5, a sphere for rosette crystals that consist of bullets. All of the crystal shapes have their own formulas of ice crystal mass, terminal velocity, dimensional relationship, and ventilation factors against crystal size. The formulas are empirically obtained from field observations (e.g., Auer & Veal, [1970](#jame20759-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}; Heymsfield, [1972](#jame20759-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}; Heymsfield & Iaquinta, [2000](#jame20759-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}; see Zeng, [2008](#jame20759-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"} for computational details).

2.3. Computing η {#jame20759-sec-0008}
----------------

The analytic expression of ice crystal growth rate was derived as a function of *η* (Zeng, [2008](#jame20759-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}), using equation [(2)](#jame20759-disp-0002){ref-type="disp-formula"} and an approximate expression of Δ*T* that was obtained from the Clausius‐Clapeyron equation by Mason ([1957](#jame20759-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, p. 109). The growth rate of an ice crystal or d*m*/d*t* in equation [(3)](#jame20759-disp-0003){ref-type="disp-formula"} is rewritten, after some algebraic operations and approximation, as $$\frac{dm}{dt} = \frac{4\pi C\left( {H_{i} - 1} \right)}{H_{\mathit{ic}}A + B} + \frac{S\varepsilon_{0}\sigma T^{3}}{\mathit{KF}_{\alpha}f_{Q}\left( {H_{\mathit{ic}}A + B} \right)}\left( {\frac{L_{s}}{R_{v}T} - 1} \right)\left( {1 - \varepsilon_{r}\eta - \frac{F_{s}}{\varepsilon_{0}\sigma T^{4}}} \right),$$where *C* is the stationary diffusion shape factor that accounts for the influence of crystal shape on water vapor field around an ice crystal or the electrostatic capacity of a conductor whose size and shape are the same as those of the ice crystal (for a spherical crystal of radius *r*, *C* = *r*; McDonald, [1963](#jame20759-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}), *η* describes the infrared radiation received by the ice crystal, *F* ~*s*~ represents the solar radiation absorbed by the ice crystal, $$A = \frac{L_{s}}{F_{\alpha}f_{Q}\mathit{KT}}\left( {\frac{L_{s}}{R_{v}T} - 1} \right),$$ $$B = \frac{R_{v}T}{F_{\beta}f_{m}\mathit{DE}_{i}\left( T \right)},$$and the critical relative humidity (or the saturation water vapor pressure around an ice crystal with radiative cooling/warming normalized by that around the same ice crystal without radiation) $$H_{\mathit{ic}} = 1 - \left( {\frac{L_{s}}{R_{v}T} - 1} \right)\left( {1 - \varepsilon_{r}\eta - \frac{F_{s}}{\varepsilon_{0}\sigma T^{4}}} \right)\frac{S\varepsilon_{0}\sigma T^{3}}{4\pi\mathit{CKF}_{\alpha}f_{Q}}$$(see Appendix [B](#jame20759-app-0002){ref-type="app"} for the other symbol definitions).

To be specific, the concise expression of ice crystal growth rate or equation [(7)](#jame20759-disp-0007){ref-type="disp-formula"}, in comparison to the original one or equation (24) of Zeng ([2008](#jame20759-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}), is derived with two approximations in the denominator of [(7)](#jame20759-disp-0007){ref-type="disp-formula"}: (a) The ratio between the infrared‐radiation flux and the conductive heat flux from air to an ice crystal *χ* is proportional to *S*/*C* and, thus, is quite small for small ice crystals. Its major effect on REM is represented explicitly in the numerator of [(7)](#jame20759-disp-0007){ref-type="disp-formula"}, whereas its minor effect on *A* in the denominator of [(7)](#jame20759-disp-0007){ref-type="disp-formula"} is neglected; that is, (1 + *χ*)*A* ≈ *A* in the denominator of [(7)](#jame20759-disp-0007){ref-type="disp-formula"}. (b) The relative change in ice crystal temperature due to radiation *γ* is much smaller than 1. Thus, its major effect on REM is represented explicitly in the numerator of [(7)](#jame20759-disp-0007){ref-type="disp-formula"}, whereas its minor effect is neglected or (1 − *γ*)^2^ ≈ 1 is used in the denominator of [(7)](#jame20759-disp-0007){ref-type="disp-formula"}.

Since the absorption length (mean‐free path of a photon before absorption) is 19 μm at wavelength 9 and 850 μm at wavelength 23 μm (Warren & Brandt, [2008](#jame20759-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}) and the crystals are often smaller than the absorption length, the bulk absorption efficiency (or emissivity) of an ice crystal for blackbody radiation varies with ice crystal size. In the present simulations, it takes $$\varepsilon_{0} = 0.9\left\{ {1 - \exp\left\lbrack {- \mathit{Tr}^{*}/\left( {T_{ref}r_{ref}} \right)} \right\rbrack} \right\}$$to represent its dependence on ice crystal size, where the equivalent radius of an ice crystal *r* ^\*^ = *S*/4π*C* and the reference constants *T* ~ref~ = 261 K and *r* ~ref~ = 6 μm (Stephens, [1983](#jame20759-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}; Zeng, [2008](#jame20759-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}).

The ratio *η* in [(7)](#jame20759-disp-0007){ref-type="disp-formula"} is determined, using *F* ^+^ and *F* ^−^ that are the upward and downward fluxes of infrared radiation in the atmosphere, respectively. A radiative ratio for an air parcel is defined as (Zeng, [2008](#jame20759-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}) $$\eta_{z} = \frac{F^{+} + F^{-}}{2\sigma T^{4}}.$$

Once atmospheric variables are known, *η* ~*z*~ can be obtained easily by using a two‐stream radiation package to calculate *F* ^+^ and *F* ^−^ (e.g., Chou et al., [1995](#jame20759-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}; Fu & Liou, [1992](#jame20759-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}).

The relationship of *η* to *η* ~*z*~ is listed in Table [1](#jame20759-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"} and illustrated graphically in Figure [2](#jame20759-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}. For a given air parcel (exactly an air layer in Figure [2](#jame20759-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}), only one *η* ~*z*~ is used to describe the inward radiative flux through parcel boundary. Since *η* ~*z*~ is normalized by a scale of energy flux *σT* ^4^ or the blackbody irradiance at temperature *T*, *η* ~*z*~ − 1 can be used to measure the warming (or cooling) of an air parcel approximately.

![Vertical cross section of an air parcel (enclosed by the green line) with spherical and column‐like ice crystals embedded (blue). Red arrows represent radiation into the parcel. The air parcel (or layer) is described by *η* ~*z*~, whereas each ice crystal by its own *η*.](JAME-10-2300-g002){#jame20759-fig-0002}

The sign of *η* ~*z*~ − 1 is discussed from the introduction of [(12)](#jame20759-disp-0012){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Consider a horizontally oriented plate ice crystal whose depth is quite small. It absorbs infrared radiation by *a* ~0~ *A*(*F* ^+^ + *F* ^−^), where *a* ~0~ is the absorptivity of the ice crystal and *A* the maximum horizontal cross‐sectional area. Meanwhile, it emits infrared radiation by 2*ε* ~0~ *AσT* ^4^, where *ε* ~0~ denotes emissivity of the ice crystal and *σT* ^4^ the blackbody irradiance at temperature *T*. Thus, the ratio of absorbed infrared radiation energy to emitted radiation energy is expressed as $$\eta_{z} = \frac{a_{0}}{\varepsilon_{0}}\frac{F^{+} + F^{-}}{2\mathit{\sigma T}^{4}}.$$

Since Kirchhoff\'s law shows *a* ~0~ = *ε* ~0~, the preceding equation degenerates into [(12)](#jame20759-disp-0012){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Similarly, consider an air layer that is quite thin but thick enough to host many ice crystals (or Figure [2](#jame20759-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). Its ratio of absorbed infrared radiation to emitted radiation is also expressed by the preceding equation except that *a* ~0~ and *ε* ~0~ denote the absorptivity and emissivity of the air layer, respectively. The preceding equation degenerates into [(12)](#jame20759-disp-0012){ref-type="disp-formula"} too because *a* ~0~ = *ε* ~0~. Hence, the preceding equation suggests that positive (or negative) sign of *η* ~*z*~ − 1 indicates warming (or cooling) of an air parcel.

Let us return to the relationship of *η* to *η* ~*z*~. For a given air parcel with multiple ice crystals embedded, there are multiple *η* for individual ice crystals and *η* varies with ice crystal characteristics (e.g., shape and orientation). The relationship of *η* to *η* ~*z*~ is determined below with the aid of Figure [3](#jame20759-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}.

![Schematic diagrams of horizontally (left) and vertically oriented (right) plate‐like crystals receiving upward (*F* ^+^), downward (*F* ^−^), and horizontal infrared radiation (\~*σT* ^4^). Since *F* ^+^ and *F* ^−^ usually deviate from *σT* ^4^, horizontally and vertically oriented crystals have different energy budgets and therefore different ice crystal temperatures.](JAME-10-2300-g003){#jame20759-fig-0003}

Consider an ice crystal that receives the upward radiation (*F* ^+^), downward radiation (*F* ^−^), and horizontal radiation (≈*σT* ^4^). Since the atmosphere is not a blackbody, the upward infrared flux *F* ^+^ and downward one *F* ^−^ usually deviate from the horizontal one (or *σT* ^4^). Their contribution to an ice crystal is approximated with (*F* ^+^ + *F* ^−^) times the maximum horizontal cross‐sectional area of the crystal, which depends on ice crystal shape and orientation.

A horizontally oriented plate‐like ice crystal is discussed first. It is mimicked by an oblate spheroid of semimajor and minor axis lengths *a* and *b* (McDonald, [1963](#jame20759-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}). Since its maximum horizontal cross‐sectional area is π*a* ^2^, the spheroid receives the upward and downward infrared fluxes π*a* ^2^ *F* ^+^ and π*a* ^2^ *F* ^−^, respectively, whereas the crystal with the remaining surface area of *S* − 2π*a* ^2^ receives the horizontal infrared radiation (*σT* ^4^) emitted by the crystal environment. Hence, the total radiative flux received equals *σT* ^4^(*S* − 2π*a* ^2^) + π*a* ^2^(*F* ^+^ + *F* ^−^). Substituting [(12)](#jame20759-disp-0012){ref-type="disp-formula"} into the total radiative flux to eliminate *F* ^+^ + *F* ^−^ and then dividing the resulting expression with *σT* ^4^ *S* yields the expression of *η*. That is, $$\eta - 1 = \frac{2\pi a^{2}}{S}\left( {\eta_{z} - 1} \right),$$where *S* is calculated with equation [(6)](#jame20759-disp-0006){ref-type="disp-formula"}. When *b* ≪ *a*, *η* ≈ *η* ~*z*~. Equation [(13)](#jame20759-disp-0014){ref-type="disp-formula"} quantifies Figure [2](#jame20759-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} by connecting the infrared radiation cooling/warming of ice crystals (or *η* − 1) to that of their air parcel (or *η* ~*z*~ − 1).

A vertically oriented plate‐like crystal is still mimicked with an oblate spheroid of semimajor and minor axis lengths *a* and *b*, but its maximum horizontal cross‐sectional area becomes *πab*. Following the same procedure as with [(13)](#jame20759-disp-0014){ref-type="disp-formula"}, *η* for a vertically oriented plate‐like ice crystal is obtained, that is, $$\eta - 1 = \frac{2\pi\mathit{ab}}{S}\left( {\eta_{z} - 1} \right).$$

Similarly, consider a bullet‐shaped crystal. A horizontally (or vertically) oriented bullet‐shaped crystal is mimicked by a prolate spheroid of semimajor and minor axis lengths *a* and *b*, which has a maximum horizontal cross‐sectional area of π*ab* (or π*b* ^2^). Thus, $$\eta - 1 = \frac{2\pi\mathit{ab}}{S}\left( {\eta_{z} - 1} \right),$$ $$\eta - 1 = \frac{2\pi b^{2}}{S}\left( {\eta_{z} - 1} \right)$$are obtained for horizontally and vertically oriented bullet‐shaped crystals, respectively, where *S* is from equation [(5)](#jame20759-disp-0005){ref-type="disp-formula"}.

Furthermore, the connection of *η* to *η* ~*z*~ for a spherical ice crystal is obtained similarly as $$\eta - 1 = \frac{1}{2}\left( {\eta_{z} - 1} \right).$$

Equations [(13)](#jame20759-disp-0014){ref-type="disp-formula"}--[(17)](#jame20759-disp-0018){ref-type="disp-formula"} can be summarized into a unifying expression or $$\eta - 1 = \alpha\left( {\eta_{z} - 1} \right),$$where the coefficient *α* varies with crystal size, shape, and orientation and falls between 0 and 1. For a vertically oriented ice crystal with extremely long axis (*b* ≪ *a*), *α* = 0 and thus *η* = 1. For a spherical crystal, *α* = 1/2. For a horizontally oriented crystal with extremely long axis (*b* ≪ *a*), *α* = 1 and thus *η* = *η* ~*z*~.

Although the cooling (or warming) rate of an ice crystal (or *η* − 1) is associated with that of an air parcel (or *η* ~*z*~ − 1) via [(18)](#jame20759-disp-0019){ref-type="disp-formula"}, *η* ~*z*~ and *η* have different applications. The ratio of an air parcel *η* ~*z*~ is independent of ice crystals and thus is treated as a property of an air parcel. Hence, *η* ~*z*~ can be used as a variable in cloud or climate models. In contrast, the ratio of each ice crystal *η* varies with *α* (or ice crystal shape and orientation) and, thus, is suitable for discussing the growth rate of individual ice crystals.

3. Numerical Simulations of Diamond Dust {#jame20759-sec-0009}
========================================

The bin model in section [2.2](#jame20759-sec-0007){ref-type="sec"} is used to simulate the effect of radiative cooling on diamond dust. Consider an air parcel with the effective vertical velocity *w* ~eff~ = 0 (or approximately *w* = 0 for a stationary air parcel), *η* ~*z*~ = 0.5 (radiative cooling) and *F* ~*s*~ = 0 (no solar radiation; see section [4.1](#jame20759-sec-0016){ref-type="sec"} for the effect of *F* ~*s*~). In this paper, seven numerical experiments are carried out to show how ice crystal properties modulate the effect of radiative cooling (see Table [2](#jame20759-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"} for experiments\' summary). Except for specification, all of the experiments are set up as follows: All model variables are represented in double precision. Their prognostic equations are integrated with 2,048 bins, using a time step of 0.2 s with a second‐order accuracy. The air temperature *T* = −30 °C and pressure *p* = 680 hPa. The relative humidity with respect to ice is set to 100% initially. This setup mimics the environment of diamond dust observed at the South Pole Station, Antarctica (Lazzara et al., [2012](#jame20759-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}; Walden et al., [2003](#jame20759-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}).

###### 

List of the Numerical Experiments

  Experiment                  Crystal shape (orientation)   *w* ~eff~   Notes
  --------------------------- ----------------------------- ----------- ------------------------------------------------------
  Ph                          +Plate (horizontal)           0           Selection of large ice crystals (default experiment)
  PhPv                        +Plate (horizontal)           0           Effect of crystal orientation
  +Plate (vertical)                                                     
  ChCv                        +Column (horizontal)          0           
  +Column (vertical)                                                    
  PhS                         +Plate (horizontal)           0           Selection of crystal shape
  +Spherical solid crystals                                             
  PhCh                        +Plate (horizontal)           0           
  +Column (horizontal)                                                  
  PhPvW                       +Plate (horizontal)           1 cm/s      Effect of vertical velocity
  +Plate (vertical)                                                     
  PhF                         +Plate (horizontal)           0           Some large ice crystals falling out

3.1. Contribution of Radiative Cooling to Diamond Dust {#jame20759-sec-0010}
------------------------------------------------------

Diamond dust involves neither riming nor aggregation (e.g., Kikuchi & Hogan, [1979](#jame20759-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}; Walden et al., [2003](#jame20759-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}). Thus, the bin model of diffusional growth in section [2.2](#jame20759-sec-0007){ref-type="sec"} is used to simulate the effect of radiative cooling on diamond dust, where *η* ~*z*~ = 0.5 is chosen because *η* ~*z*~ \< 1 in the arctic regions especially during wintertime (see section [4.1](#jame20759-sec-0016){ref-type="sec"} for the magnitude of *η* ~*z*~).

The default experiment Ph addresses the evolution of horizontally oriented plate crystals. Its initial ice crystal spectrum, shown by the thick line in Figure [4](#jame20759-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}, has an ICC of 2.56 cm^−3^ due to heterogeneous ice nucleation (e.g., Girard & Blanchet, [2001b](#jame20759-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}) and an ice water content (IWC) of 0.8 × 10^−3^ g/m^3^ (see section [3.4](#jame20759-sec-0013){ref-type="sec"} for discussions on IWC magnitude).

![Evolution of mass density d*M* (ln*a*)/dln*a* versus half crystal size *a* in experiment Ph for horizontally oriented plate crystals assuming the following parameter values: *w* ~eff~ = 0, *η* ~*z*~ = 0.5, *T* = −30 °C, and *p* = 680 hpa. Thick line denotes initial spectrum; time interval between lines is 1 hr.](JAME-10-2300-g004){#jame20759-fig-0004}

If *η* ~*z*~ = 1, the ice crystals would maintain their initial spectrum without precipitation formation. However, if *η* ~*z*~ = 0.5, the situation changes. Figure [4](#jame20759-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} displays the modeled broadening of ice crystal spectrum with *η* ~*z*~ = 0.5, showing that large ice crystals grow to form precipitation in a few hours. Since ice crystals with a size of 200--300 μm are treated as precipitating particles (e.g., Gultepe, [2015](#jame20759-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}; Gultepe et al., [2017](#jame20759-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}), Figure [4](#jame20759-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} indicates that precipitation forms in a few hours.

To show how precipitating ice crystals form, the number concentrations of ice crystals with different sizes in the experiment are analyzed. Figure [5](#jame20759-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} displays the time series of the number concentration of large (or precipitating) ice crystals whose half crystal size *a* is longer than 200 μm, showing an increase in the concentration of precipitating ice crystals. In contrast, the figure displays a decrease in the concentration of small ice crystals whose half crystal size *a* is between 1 and 200 μm (which is close to ICC). This decrease in the concentration of small ice crystals indicates the sublimation of small ice crystals, because the decrease in the concentration of small crystals far surpasses the increase in the concentration of precipitating ice crystals. Roughly speaking, when small ice crystals sublimate, some ice crystals shrink from crystal size \>1 μm below 1 μm, resulting in a decrease in ICC. In summary, Figures [4](#jame20759-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#jame20759-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} show that, when *η* ~*z*~ \< 1, large ice crystals grow whereas small ones shrink, which is consistent with the observations of Goerke et al. ([2017](#jame20759-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}).

![Concentrations of small ice crystals whose half crystal size *a* is between 1 and 200 μm (solid line) and large (or precipitating) ones whose half crystal size is longer than 200 μm (dashed line) versus time in experiment Ph.](JAME-10-2300-g005){#jame20759-fig-0005}

The average half crystal size *a* for a given shape *k* is defined as $${\overline{a}}_{k} = \sum\limits_{j}\mathit{aM}_{\mathit{jk}}/\sum\limits_{j}M_{\mathit{jk}},$$where *M* ~*jk*~ represents the mass of ice crystals in a bin of *j* and *k*. Figure [6](#jame20759-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"} displays the average half crystal size, IWC, and *H* ~*i*~ against time in Ph, showing that the modeled process resembles the frost formation. When the average crystal size increases with time, REM leads to a decrease in average crystal temperature and saturation water vapor pressure around crystals. As a result, water vapor deposits on ice crystals and the environmental relative humidity (or *H* ~*i*~) decreases with time.

![Time series of average half crystal size *a* (top), ice water content (middle), and relative humidity with respect to ice (bottom) in experiment Ph.](JAME-10-2300-g006){#jame20759-fig-0006}

3.2. Contribution to Oriented Ice Crystals {#jame20759-sec-0011}
------------------------------------------

Ice crystal orientation, in addition to crystal size, is another factor to modulate REM. Two experiments, PhPv and ChCv, are carried out to show how ice crystal orientation modulates REM. PhPv represents plate crystals with two orientations. It takes the same setup as Ph except that half of its crystals are horizontally oriented and the other half are vertically oriented. Figure [7](#jame20759-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"} displays the modeled spectra of vertically and horizontally oriented ice crystals, showing that the horizontally oriented ice crystals, like those in Ph, grow to form precipitating particles in a few hours. Furthermore, Figure [8](#jame20759-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"} displays the concentrations of vertically and horizontally oriented ice crystals whose half crystal size is between 1 and 200 μm, showing that the vertically oriented crystals shrink due to sublimation and thus disappear quickly (Figure [7](#jame20759-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}, top). In short, radiative cooling (*η* ~*z*~ \< 1) brings about lower temperatures of horizontally oriented ice crystals than those of vertically oriented ones (see Figure [3](#jame20759-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} for explanation); hence, radiative cooling favors the growth of horizontally oriented ice crystals rather than vertically oriented ones.

![Evolution of mass density d*M* (ln*a*)/dln*a* versus half crystal size *a* in experiment PhPv for vertically (top) and horizontally oriented (bottom) plate crystals. Thick lines denote initial spectra; time interval between lines is 1 hr.](JAME-10-2300-g007){#jame20759-fig-0007}

![Concentrations of the horizontally (thick) and vertically oriented (dashed line) ice crystals whose half crystal size *a* is between 1 and 200 μm against time in experiment PhPv.](JAME-10-2300-g008){#jame20759-fig-0008}

ChCv is carried out to model column crystals with two orientations. It takes the same setup as PhPv except for column crystals. Its modeled spectra are displayed in Figure [9](#jame20759-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"}, showing that radiative cooling favors horizontally oriented crystals rather than vertically oriented ones. As shown in Figures [7](#jame20759-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"} and [9](#jame20759-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"}, plate crystals grow faster than column ones. In spite of their difference in growth rate, both PhPv and ChCv show radiative cooling favors horizontally oriented ice crystals, providing a clue to understand the formation of horizontally oriented ice crystals observed.

![Same as Figure [7](#jame20759-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"} except for experiment ChCv assuming column‐like crystals.](JAME-10-2300-g009){#jame20759-fig-0009}

The dynamics of ice crystals prefers horizontal orientation of ice crystals in quiet air (e.g., Pruppacher & Klett, [1997](#jame20759-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}, p. 445). Its orientation order may be disrupted by turbulence (even background one), bringing about no preferred orientation of ice crystals especially small ones (Klett, [1995](#jame20759-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}; Pruppacher & Klett, [1997](#jame20759-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}, p. 610). Based on the orientation model of Klett ([1995](#jame20759-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}) and experiments PhPv and ChCv, it is inferred that large horizontally oriented ice crystals grow from small randomly oriented ones via REM and then their orientation order remains via the ice crystal dynamics.

3.3. Selection of Ice Crystal Shape {#jame20759-sec-0012}
-----------------------------------

Ice crystal habit (or shape) varies with temperature and supersaturation (e.g., Bailey & Hallett, [2009](#jame20759-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}; Magono & Lee, [1966](#jame20759-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}; Murray et al., [2015](#jame20759-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}; see Pruppacher & Klett, [1997](#jame20759-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} for review). REM impacts crystal temperature and thus supersaturation via crystal size and shape. Thus, REM modulates ice crystal shape by selecting fast‐growing crystals to survive. In this subsection, experiments PhS and PhCh are carried out to show how radiative cooling modulates ice crystal shape by selection.

PhS represents spherical solid ice crystals (or equidimensional ones) mixed with horizontally oriented plate ones. It takes the same setup as PhPv except that spherical crystals take the place of vertically oriented plate ones. Like those in PhPv (or Figure [7](#jame20759-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}), horizontally oriented plate crystals grow to form precipitation while spherical ones disappear. Figure [10](#jame20759-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"} displays the average radius of spherical ice crystals against time. The average radius increases with time first and then decreases dramatically after the plate crystals reach a size of approximately 100 μm with the emergence of dendritic extensions. These results indicate that horizontally oriented plate crystals have more chance to survive when they coexist with equidimensional ones in a stationary air parcel, which partly explains why plate/column ice crystals are common in diamond dust.

![Average half crystal size versus time in experiment PhS. Thick and thin lines represent the average size *a* of horizontally oriented plate crystals and the average radius of spherical ice crystals, respectively.](JAME-10-2300-g010){#jame20759-fig-0010}

PhCh is carried out to model plate crystals mixed with column ones by the same number concentration, where all ice crystals are horizontally oriented. The experiment is set up the same as PhPv, except that horizontally oriented column crystals take the place of vertically oriented plate ones. Its modeling results are displayed in Figure [11](#jame20759-fig-0011){ref-type="fig"}. Large horizontally oriented plate and column crystals grow in expense of small plate and column ones, while the large plate crystals grow faster than the large column ones. To understand the modeling phenomenon, the saturation water vapor pressure *E* ~*i*~ around a plate and a column crystal is displayed in Figure [12](#jame20759-fig-0012){ref-type="fig"} against half crystal size *a*, showing that *E* ~*i*~ around a plate crystal is close to that around a column one.

![Same as Figure [7](#jame20759-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"} except for experiment PhCh assuming horizontally oriented plate crystals (top) mixed with column ones (bottom).](JAME-10-2300-g011){#jame20759-fig-0011}

![Saturation water vapor pressure around a plate (green) or column (red line) crystal with radiative cooling normalized by that around the same ice crystal without radiation (or the critical relative humidity) versus half crystal size *a*, where *η* ~*z*~ = 0.5, *T* = −30 °C, and *p* = 680 hPa.](JAME-10-2300-g012){#jame20759-fig-0012}

The relative humidity in PhCh decreases with time, from 100% at *t* = 0 to 96.6% at *t* = 8 hr. Based on Figure [12](#jame20759-fig-0012){ref-type="fig"}, it is reasoned that both plate and column crystals with half crystal size larger than 100 μm grow, which is consistent with Figure [11](#jame20759-fig-0011){ref-type="fig"}. The large plate crystals grow faster than the column ones, because the former have larger shape factor *C* than the latter. In brief, both PhS and PhCh show that radiative cooling favors plate/column ice crystals, which explains why plate and column crystals (instead of spherical or equidimensional ones) are frequently observed in diamond dust (e.g., Kikuchi & Hogan, [1979](#jame20759-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}; Shimizu, [1963](#jame20759-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}; Walden et al., [2003](#jame20759-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}; see section [4.3](#jame20759-sec-0018){ref-type="sec"} for further discussions).

3.4. Factors on Air Temperature {#jame20759-sec-0013}
-------------------------------

Three factors impact air temperature, which are (1) vertical velocity of air, (2) radiative cooling/warming of air, and (3) the conductive energy from ice crystals to air due to radiative cooling/warming of ice crystals. Since the factors impact relative humidity and subsequently ice crystal growth via air temperature, they are studied together as one factor (or the effective vertical velocity *w* ~eff~). In this section, experiment PhPvW is carried out to test whether the effective vertical velocity contributes to the ice crystal spectrum broadening (or the precipitation formation in diamond dust). PhPvW takes the same setup as PhPv except for an effective vertical velocity of *w* ~eff~ = 1 cm/s. Figure [13](#jame20759-fig-0013){ref-type="fig"} displays the modeled evolution of horizontally oriented plate crystals, and Figure [14](#jame20759-fig-0014){ref-type="fig"} displays the average half crystal sizes of horizontally and vertically oriented crystals. The horizontally oriented ice crystals, like those in PhPv, grow to form precipitation in a few hours whereas the vertically oriented ones disappear in 2.5 hr, showing that vertical velocity (or radiative cooling of air) does not alter the ice crystal spectrum broadening of REM.

![Evolution of horizontally oriented plate crystals in experiment PhPvW with an effective vertical velocity of 1 cm/s.](JAME-10-2300-g013){#jame20759-fig-0013}

![Time series of the average half crystal size *a* (top) and ice water content (bottom) in experiments PhPv (solid) and PhPvW (dashed line). Thick and thin lines in the top panel represent the average sizes of horizontally and vertically oriented plate crystals, respectively.](JAME-10-2300-g014){#jame20759-fig-0014}

Figure [14](#jame20759-fig-0014){ref-type="fig"} also displays the time series of IWC and crystal size in both PhPvW and PhPv, showing that the effective vertical velocity increases IWC significantly. Interestingly, the average sizes of ice crystals in PhPvW and PhPv are close to each other, which exhibits the insensitivity of ice crystal spectrum broadening to vertical velocity. These different sensitivities of IWC and crystal size to vertical velocity suggest that the radiative cooling of ice crystals, instead of vertical velocity, is the major contributor to the crystal spectrum broadening (or the precipitation formation in diamond dust) and the radiative cooling of air can effectively convert water vapor to IWC by increasing relative humidity. The sensitivities also suggest that the radiative effect can be used to overcome the modeling problem of too‐narrow crystal spectrum that exists in the current cirrus models (Starr & Quante, [2002](#jame20759-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}). In summary, the radiative cooling of ice crystals leads to the precipitation formation in diamond dust (or ice crystal spectrum broadening), whereas the radiative cooling of air effectively converts water vapor to IWC with little contribution to the ice crystal spectrum broadening.

3.5. Ice Crystals Falling out of Air Parcel {#jame20759-sec-0014}
-------------------------------------------

In the preceding experiments, ice crystals remain in the air parcel even after some of them become precipitating particles. In this section, experiment PhF is carried out to take account of the falling process: Some large ice crystals fall out of the parcel due to gravity. Consider a depth *H* of diamond dust. A bin of ice crystals with mass *m* ~*jk*~ pass through the depth with a timescale of *H*/*V* ~*jk*~, where *V* ~*jk*~ is the terminal velocity of ice crystal *m* ~*jk*~. Hence, the deposition of ice crystals due to gravity is described by $$\frac{\partial m_{\mathit{jk}}}{\partial t} = - \frac{m_{\mathit{jk}}}{H/V_{\mathit{jk}}}.$$

Experiment PhF takes the same setup as experiment Ph except for the falling process. In the experiment, *H* = 1 km and the terminal velocities of ice crystals are obtained based on field observations (e.g., Auer & Veal, [1970](#jame20759-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}; Heymsfield, [1972](#jame20759-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}; Heymsfield & Iaquinta, [2000](#jame20759-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}). Its modeled ice crystal spectra are displayed in Figure [15](#jame20759-fig-0015){ref-type="fig"}, where the concentration of large ice crystals is reduced significantly in comparison to that in Figure [4](#jame20759-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} so that the modeled spectra of large ice crystals are close to the observed (e.g., Kikuchi & Hogan, [1979](#jame20759-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}; Walden et al., [2003](#jame20759-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}).

![Same as Figure [4](#jame20759-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} except for PhF with ice crystals falling out.](JAME-10-2300-g015){#jame20759-fig-0015}

4. Comparison to Observations {#jame20759-sec-0015}
=============================

In this section, model results are compared with observations to further analyze the contribution of radiative cooling to diamond dust.

4.1. Geographic Distribution of Diamond Dust {#jame20759-sec-0016}
--------------------------------------------

The geographic distribution of diamond dust can be explained by the distribution of *η* ~*z*~ − 1 (or radiative cooling). The radiative ratio *η* ~*z*~ varies greatly with atmospheric temperature, water vapor, sea/land surface temperature, and clouds. Since diamond dust is optically thin, it has no significant contribution to *F* ^+^ and *F* ^−^ (e.g., Intrieri & Shupe, [2004](#jame20759-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}). Hence, *η* ~*z*~ in diamond dust can be computed using the atmospheric variables in clear sky.

The ratio *η* ~*z*~ in clear sky is computed using equation [(12)](#jame20759-disp-0012){ref-type="disp-formula"} and the Goddard radiation package with the data of mean atmospheric states in the high latitudes (Chou et al., [1995](#jame20759-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}). Its vertical profiles in winter and summer are displayed in Figure [16](#jame20759-fig-0016){ref-type="fig"}, showing *η* ~*z*~ \< 1 in both seasons, which indicates that the ice crystals in diamond dust undergo radiative cooling.

![Vertical profiles of the radiative ratio *η* ~*z*~ in clear sky in the high latitudes during wintertime (thick line) and summertime (thin line).](JAME-10-2300-g016){#jame20759-fig-0016}

Since the underlying surface temperature and thus *F* ^+^ in the arctic regions are lower than those in the tropics and middle latitudes, the magnitude of *η* ~*z*~ in the arctic regions is smaller than that in the tropics and middle latitudes (e.g., Zeng, [2008](#jame20759-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}), which partly explains the high frequency of diamond dust in the arctic regions. In the interior of Antarctica, the skin temperature of snow surface is extremely low, especially in winter (e.g., the annual average temperature of −49.5 °C at South Pole Station, Lazzara et al., [2012](#jame20759-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}; Figure [3](#jame20759-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} of Walden et al., [2003](#jame20759-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}), which can bring about *η* ~*z*~ much lower than that in Figure [16](#jame20759-fig-0016){ref-type="fig"} and therefore the highest frequency of diamond dust there.

Figure [16](#jame20759-fig-0016){ref-type="fig"} also shows that *η* ~*z*~ in summer is larger than that in winter, because the underlying surface temperature is higher in summer than in winter. Such difference in *η* ~*z*~ between summer and winter partly explains why diamond dust is less frequent in summer than in late winter/early spring (Liu et al., [2012](#jame20759-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}). Furthermore, solar radiation impacts diamond dust directly via REM in summer but not in winter. That is, solar radiation in summer increases ice crystal temperature and thus the effective *η* or $$\eta_{eff} = \eta + F_{s}/\left( {\varepsilon_{0}\varepsilon_{r}\sigma T^{4}} \right)$$that in turn contributes to the lower frequency of diamond dust in arctic summer.

4.2. Low ICC in Diamond Dust {#jame20759-sec-0017}
----------------------------

Radiative cooling (or *η* ~*z*~ \< 1), as shown in section [3](#jame20759-sec-0009){ref-type="sec"}, reinforces the growth of large ice crystals in expense of small ones, which can be used to explain the low ICC in diamond dust (e.g., Kikuchi & Hogan, [1979](#jame20759-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}; Walden et al., [2003](#jame20759-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}). In other words, radiative cooling can contribute much to the low ICC in diamond dust, supplementing the other mechanisms such as ice crystal falling and aggregation (e.g., Girard & Blanchet, [2001a](#jame20759-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [2001b](#jame20759-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}). Furthermore, ice nucleation is an additional factor to determine ICC and is represented in bulk by the initial ICC in the present model.

As for the connection of diamond dust to mixed‐phase clouds, the low ICC may have more factors. Girard et al. ([2005](#jame20759-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}), for example, proposed that sulfuric acid coating on ice nuclei (IN) causes IN deactivation and thus lowers ICC. These factors for the low ICC can be tested in a complete model of diamond dust, which is beyond the scope of this paper.

4.3. Ice Crystal Characteristics in Diamond Dust {#jame20759-sec-0018}
------------------------------------------------

Walden et al. ([2003](#jame20759-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}) observed ice crystals in diamond dust at South Pole Station, Antarctica. They found that "long prism crystals with aspect ratios greater than 5 were collected often, and very long prisms (Shimizu crystals), 1000 μm long but only 10 μm thick, were collected occasionally" and "the aspect ratio of diamond‐dust ice crystals ... are uncorrelated with meteorological conditions measured at the surface or within the near‐surface temperature inversion." These observational results are consistent with the model prediction that large horizontally oriented column/plate‐like crystals have more chance to grow than small ones or equidimensional ones. When plate‐ and column‐like crystals with size between 100 and 1,000 μm fall through an atmospheric region with relative humidity between 86% and 97%, column‐like crystals grow whereas plate‐like ones sublimate (see Figure [12](#jame20759-fig-0012){ref-type="fig"}), which explains occasional occurrences of the Shimizu crystals. Please note that the ice crystal habit (e.g., Pruppacher & Klett, [1997](#jame20759-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}) is still a major factor to determine ice crystal shape (e.g., the aspect ratio of crystal length to width) and the present model only explains the low temperature (or saturation water vapor pressure) of the Shimizu crystals due to radiative cooling.

Goerke et al. ([2017](#jame20759-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}) used two‐dimensional reflections of a lidar beam to measure ice crystal characteristics at Summit in Greenland. They concluded "two distinct, apparently non‐overlapping subpopulations of ice crystals were identified: fast precipitating snow particles ... with sizes from 0.7 to 4.0 mm, and pristine ice particles consisting of smaller plates between 125 and 530 μm in size, many of which showed signs of sublimation." This discovery matches the prediction of the bin model well (e.g., experiments Ph and PhPvW) that large ice crystals grow while small ones sublimate.

Kikuchi and Hogan ([1979](#jame20759-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}) observed the number concentration and shape of ice crystals in diamond dust at South Pole Station, Antarctica. They found "a time variation of two hour periodicity in the number concentration of columnar and plate type crystals" and showed "when the number concentration of columnar type crystals increased, the length of the *c*‐axis of columnar type crystals also increased." This periodicity can be explained partly by a simplified bin model where ice crystals are classified into only two parts: small ice crystals (whose growth is restrained by radiative cooling; see Figure [1](#jame20759-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}) and large ice crystals (whose growth is reinforced by radiative cooling). After large ice crystals fall to the ground due to gravity, small ice crystals are left aloft and then split into two parts again. Relatively larger ice crystals grow due to radiative cooling and water vapor supply by vertical mixing, becoming large ice crystals again. The large ice crystals then fall to the ground, bringing about a periodicity in ice crystal number and shape. Figure [9](#jame20759-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"} shows a timescale of 2 hr for column‐like crystals to grow to a crystal scale of approximately 200 μm, which is close to the variation period of ICC and shape observed by Kikuchi and Hogan ([1979](#jame20759-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}).

5. Conclusions {#jame20759-sec-0019}
==============

A radiation‐microphysics interaction model is developed to simulate the characteristics of ice crystals in diamond dust. The model, for the first time, replicates the precipitation formation in stationary air and the low ICC of diamond dust. The model has the following features: Two radiative ratios, *η* and *η* ~*z*~, are introduced for an ice crystal and an air parcel, respectively. They are connected via equation [(18)](#jame20759-disp-0019){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Since *η* − 1 and *η* ~*z*~ − 1 approximately measure the radiative cooling (or warming) of an ice crystal and an air parcel, respectively, they are useful to distinguish the effect of radiative cooling from that of radiative warming on microphysics.A radiation‐microphysics interaction model is developed to simulate the effect of radiative cooling (*η* ~*z*~ \< 1) on ice crystal properties (i.e., size, shape, and orientation). Its results show that, when *η* ~*z*~ \< 1, (1) large ice crystals grow faster than small ones, (2) horizontally oriented ice crystals grow faster than vertically oriented ones, and (3) plate‐like crystals grow faster than column‐like ones and the latter grow faster than equidimensional ones. Hence, when different ice crystals coexist in an air parcel to compete for available water vapor, horizontally oriented plate/column‐like crystals have more chance to grow than equidimensional ones, which is consistent with the frequent observations of long‐prism crystals in diamond dust (e.g., Shimizu, [1963](#jame20759-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}; Walden et al., [2003](#jame20759-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}).In an air parcel with radiative cooling (or *η* ~*z*~ \< 1), ice crystals of different sizes have different temperatures so that water vapor is saturated with respect to large ice crystals but subsaturated with respect to small ones, leading to the deposition of large ice crystals and sublimation of small ones. Such coincidence of deposition and sublimation in the model is supported by the arctic observations of Goerke et al. ([2017](#jame20759-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}) that large ice crystals grow whereas small ones sublimate.In the arctic regions, *η* ~*z*~ \< 1, which indicates that ice crystals in diamond dust undergo radiative cooling. As a result, large ice crystals---especially horizontally oriented ones---grow in expense of small ones. The geographical and seasonal distribution of *η* ~*z*~ \< 1 (or radiative cooling) can be used to explain the distribution of diamond dust, such as the most frequent diamond dust in the interior of Antarctica.

This bin model will be coupled with an atmospheric dynamic model (e.g., the eddy‐resolving model in the Army Research Laboratory) to replicate the life cycle of diamond dust and ice fog, especially on the evolution of IWC and visibility.

The author greatly appreciated the anonymous reviewers for their critical yet constructive comments and Amber L. Bennett for reading the paper. This research was supported by the NASA Precipitation Measurement Mission (PMM) project under grant NNX16AE24G, the CloudSat/CALIPSO project under grant NNX16AM06G, and the Army Research Laboratory (ARL) Basic Research Program. The NASA Advanced Supercomputing (NAS) Division and DoD High Performance Computing (HPC) Centers provided the computer time used in this research. The model data are available at <https://osf.io/4tsn3/>.
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This appendix derives the governing equations of an air parcel that undergoes radiative cooling/warming. Consider an air parcel with temperature *T* and water vapor pressure *e*. Its energy equation is expressed as $$C_{p}\frac{dT}{dt} - R_{d}T\frac{dlnp}{dt} = L_{s}\sum\limits_{j,k}\frac{dm_{\mathit{jk}}}{dt} + \varepsilon_{0}\sigma T^{4}\sum\limits_{j,k}S\left( {\frac{F_{s}}{\varepsilon_{0}\sigma T^{4}} + \varepsilon_{r}\eta - 1} \right) + Q_{r},$$where *m* ~*jk*~ (*j* = 1, 2, ···) denotes the mass of differently sized ice crystals for a given crystal shape *k*, Σ denotes the summation in unit mass of dry air, the second term on the right‐hand side represents the radiative energy received by ice crystals, and *Q* ~*r*~ the radiative energy received by the gases in unit mass of dry air. For simplicity, the model (including equation [(A1)](#jame20759-disp-0023){ref-type="disp-formula"}) ignores the thermal capacity of water vapor and ice crystals as well as the contribution of water vapor to air pressure (see Zeng et al., [2005](#jame20759-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}, for a complete treatment).

The water vapor budget of the air parcel is derived, beginning with the mixing ratio of water vapor $$q_{v} = \frac{R_{d}}{R_{v}}\frac{e}{p}.$$

Differentiating [(A2)](#jame20759-disp-0024){ref-type="disp-formula"} with respect to time gives the conservation of water vapor by $$\frac{R_{d}}{R_{v}}\frac{e}{p}\left( {\frac{de}{edt} - \frac{dlnp}{dt}} \right) = - \sum\limits_{j,k}\frac{dm_{\mathit{jk}}}{dt}.$$

In [(A1)](#jame20759-disp-0023){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(A3)](#jame20759-disp-0025){ref-type="disp-formula"}, dln*p*/d*t* is connected to vertical velocity *w* via the hydrostatic equation d*p*/d*z* = −*ρ* ~*a*~ *g* and the ideal gas law *p* = *ρ* ~*a*~ *R* ~*d*~ *T*. That is, $$\frac{dlnp}{dt} = - \frac{\mathit{gw}}{R_{d}T}.$$

The tendency of relativity humidity *H* ~*i*~ = *e*/*E* ~*i*~ is obtained using [(A1)](#jame20759-disp-0023){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(A3)](#jame20759-disp-0025){ref-type="disp-formula"}, and [(A4)](#jame20759-disp-0026){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Differentiating *H* ~*i*~ with respect to time, then substituting [(A3)](#jame20759-disp-0025){ref-type="disp-formula"} and the Clausius‐Clapeyron equation into the resulting equation, and finally utilizing [(A1)](#jame20759-disp-0023){ref-type="disp-formula"} to remove d*T*/d*t*, giving $$\frac{dH_{i}}{dt} = Q_{1}\left( T \right)w - Q_{2}\left( T \right)\sum\limits_{j,k}\frac{dm_{\mathit{jk}}}{dt} + Q_{3}\left( T \right)$$with the aid of [(A4)](#jame20759-disp-0026){ref-type="disp-formula"}, where $$Q_{1}\left( T \right) = \frac{H_{i}}{T}\left\lbrack {\frac{L_{s}g}{R_{v}C_{p}T} - \frac{g}{R_{d}}} \right\rbrack,$$ $$Q_{2}\left( T \right) = \rho_{a}\left\lbrack {\frac{R_{v}T}{E_{i}\left( T \right)} + \frac{R_{d}L_{s}^{2}H_{i}}{\mathit{pR}_{v}C_{p}T}} \right\rbrack,$$ $$Q_{3}\left( T \right) = \rho_{a}\frac{R_{d}L_{s}H_{i}}{\mathit{pR}_{v}C_{p}T}\left\lbrack {\varepsilon_{0}\sigma T^{4}\sum\limits_{j,k}S\left( {1 - \varepsilon_{r}\eta - \frac{F_{s}}{\varepsilon_{0}\sigma T^{4}}} \right) - Q_{r}} \right\rbrack.$$

When the radiative cooling/warming term *Q* ~3~ is ignored, the model of [(A5)](#jame20759-disp-0027){ref-type="disp-formula"}--[(A8)](#jame20759-disp-0030){ref-type="disp-formula"} degenerates into those of Rogers and Yau ([1989](#jame20759-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}) and Zeng ([2008](#jame20759-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}).

In [(A5)](#jame20759-disp-0027){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the term on the left‐hand side and the second term of *Q* ~2~ on the right‐hand side represent the nonlinear competition of ice crystals for available water vapor, which falls into the present focus. On the other side, the first term of *Q* ~1~(*T*)*w* on the right‐hand side represents the contribution of vertical velocity to *H* ~*i*~ via air temperature, which was studied well (e.g., Howell, [1949](#jame20759-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}). Hence, the present discussions focus only on a given *w*.

The radiative term *Q* ~3~ functions similarly as vertical velocity. It changes *H* ~*i*~ via air temperature too, without involving the competition of ice crystals for available water vapor. In this paper, it is discussed together with vertical velocity as one factor. To be specific, rewriting [(A5)](#jame20759-disp-0027){ref-type="disp-formula"} gives $$\frac{dH_{i}}{dt} = Q_{1}\left( T \right)w_{eff} - Q_{2}\left( T \right)\sum\limits_{j,k}\frac{dm_{\mathit{jk}}}{dt},$$where the effective vertical velocity is defined as $$w_{eff} = w + \frac{Q_{3}\left( T \right)}{Q_{1}\left( T \right)}.$$

For a stationary air parcel (or *w* = 0), its description is equivalent to that of an air parcel with a vertical velocity of *Q* ~3~/*Q* ~1~.

The default experiment of Table [2](#jame20759-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"} (or Ph) is discussed to understand its environment as an example. Since *η* ~*z*~ \< 1 (or ice crystals undergo radiative cooling), thus *Q* ~3~ \> 0. The condition of *w* ~eff~ = 0 corresponds to a real vertical velocity of *w* = −*Q* ~3~/*Q* ~1~ \< 0. In words, experiment Ph describes the radiatively cooled ice crystals in an air parcel with a slow subsidence.
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*a*/*b*: semimajor/minor axis length*C*: stationary diffusion shape factor*C*~*p*~: specific heat of dry air*D*: diffusivity of water vapor*e*: partial pressure of water vapor*E*~*i*~: saturation vapor pressure over ice*f*~*m*~/*f*~*Q*~: ventilation factor for mass transfer/thermal diffusion*F*~*s*~: solar flux absorbed by an ice crystal*F*^*+*^/*F*^−^: upward/downward infrared flux*F*~*α*~/*F*~*β*~: factor for the kinetic effect in heat/water vapor diffusion*g*: acceleration due to gravity*H*~*i*~ = *e*/*E*~*i*~: relative humidity with respect to ice*H*~*ic*~: critical relative humidity, see equation [(10)](#jame20759-disp-0010){ref-type="disp-formula"}*K*: coefficient of thermal conductivity of dry air*L*~*s*~: latent heat of sublimation*m*: mass of an ice crystal*M*(ln*a*): mass of ice crystals with semimajor axis length shorter than *aN*(*a*): number of ice crystals with semimajor axis length shorter than *aR*~*d*~/*R*~*v*~: gas constant for dry air/water vapor*p*: air pressure*r*: radius of a sphere*S*: surface area of an ice crystal*t*: time*T*: (air) temperature*w*: vertical velocity*ε*~0~: bulk absorption efficiency of an ice crystal for blackbody radiation*ε*~*r*~: relative bulk absorption efficiency of an ice crystal for infrared radiation*σ*: the Stefan‐Boltzmann constant*η*: radiative ratio of an ice crystal, see equations [(13)](#jame20759-disp-0014){ref-type="disp-formula"}--[(17)](#jame20759-disp-0018){ref-type="disp-formula"}*η*~*z*~: radiative ratio of an air parcel, see equation [(12)](#jame20759-disp-0012){ref-type="disp-formula"}*ρ*~*a*~/*ρ*~*v*~: density of air/water vaporΔ*t*: time step for numerical integrationΔ*T*: difference in temperature between ice crystal and its environmental air
